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EDITORIAL

Hello, excited new
chief editor here!
Oscar van beek

editorial
Oscar van Beek

T

his is my very first editorial! In
here, I would like to highlight
the interaction between you
and this UNiD. I was triggered by the
Lucid exhibition at this Dutch Design
Week, which is focusing on a similar
theme; interaction with products, and
the role that designers have in this.
This is as interesting as it is familiar to
us, being Industrial Design students.
That is why I would like to introduce
you to another kind of interaction,
which is very different but just as
interesting. Just as a new perspective
on things.
I think the act of reading can be
seen as an interaction, in this case
between you and this editorial. This is
more abstract than interaction with
products or, for example, on social
media. Commenting on a video of
your friend’s cat or receiving a ’like’
on one of your hilarious, sarcastic
jokes is very interactive. This is
different, no matter how hard you
will laugh or disagree, this text will
never react. The interaction takes
place in your own head.

lay-out: Stijn Stumpel

The interaction in your head can be
seen as a construction. The text will
act as a blueprint, whereas you are
the constructor. Your input is crucial,
in which you fill in the gaps of text
by using textual clues and personal
knowledge. That is why text is not
a static entity with one correct way
of interpretation, even though the
blueprint might be the same.
The result of the interaction
between text and reader evolves
into something more; knowledge,
insights and hopefully some pleasure.
Since every textual interaction is
different, it makes them all valuable.
Because even though it’s not tangible
or quantifiable, it makes your own
thoughts that much more unique.
That’s all for now, have lots of fun
interacting with this UNiD!
Your new chief editor,
Oscar van Beek

study association industrial design

The UNiD is the magazine of Lucid, created
by and for the students of Industrial Design
at the University of Technology in Eindhoven.
A committee of hard working students
ensures four issues are published every
academic year, while even maintaining a
weekly blog on the side.

Lucid is the study association of Industrial
Design. Every study needs a platform to
support the students in both their learning
activities and their social life. Lucid has a lot
to offer its members and provides them with
workshops, creative activities, brainstorms,
excursions, parties and much more.

But we are so much more than your regular
association magazine. Through interviews
with companies, stories from our education
and internships and articles about our views
on the world and its future we aim to build
a bridge between the department of
Industrial Design and the world out there.
Getting to know you while you get to know
us.

It is our goal to support as many members
as possible. Therefore we are in contact and
collaborate with experts in our department,
alumni of Industrial Design and a wide range
of companies. We believe we can be of great
help to each other, and we strive to organize
and collaborate in creative events with the
members of our network.

www.unid.lucid.cc

www.lucid.cc
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INTERVIEW

Industrial Design
at the DDW
Yasemin Arslan

What can we find on the intersection of technology and
society? Take a wild guess... Nope, wrong. Okay, one hint;
think DDW. Ah yes: it’s Design! Surprise surprise!
For the people who are interested in design (aren’t we all?)
we have two interesting exhibitions you might want to visit
during the Dutch Design Week: Please do Touch and Mind the
Step. To give some insight, UNiD Magazine has interviewed
Joost Liebregts, who is involved in the organization of both
events. Joost himself is a Master student Industrial Design
who basically is a geek that loves gadgets. He’s also a
valuable team player given his straightforward opinion and
clever insights.

lay-out: Luke Noothout

Mind the Step? Mind which step?
The step into the future! This expo is
created by Eindhoven University of
Technology, for which the faculties of
Industrial Design, Architecture and
Mechanical Engineering have
collaborated for the first time.
Furthermore there will be projects of
Design United: the collaboration of the
Industrial Design faculties of
Eindhoven, Twente and Delft and also
the Solar teams of the three universities.
Through this expo the TU/e wants to
open her doors to let visitors experience
the future and trigger them to think
about these steps we are taking and
the process all of us are involved in.

are more than seventy projects that
people can actually experience
themselves. These projects are being
realized and are prototypes,
applications or robots. An example is
the care-robot AMIGO, designed by
Tech United, a team from Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering, which
shows a glimpse into the future of the
care sector. AMIGO is an impressive
piece where design, engineering and
a clear societal function come together.
I greatly dislike all the “please don’t
touch” signs we all run into on the
DDW, so I am thrilled about the name
Please do Touch! But what is it about?
What can we touch?

“We want to show that interaction is the result of
a well-executed design process, and not simply
the accumulation of coincidences.”
What is with all the collaborations?
Although we all have our differences,
the cross-section where our visions
meet offers interesting ground to work
on. I believe that the future is about
collaborations, about multidisciplinary
teamwork, to tackle challenges in
society and offer new perspectives.
Bundling expertise and experiences
can lead to very innovative solutions
and opportunities.
What can visitors expect? A journey
through space?
Not yet unfortunately! What we do have

We also are against an exhibition
where the visitor is merely a spectator
instead of the main subject. Please do
Touch is focused on the user and their
interaction with objects in a living
room like setting, which means they
can actively participate. It is organized
by the DDW committee of the study
association Lucid of Industrial Design.
As a faculty we are focused on the
design of products, services and
systems to contribute to society.
Interactivity plays an important role
within this, whether it is a user
interface or the relation between a user

and an object. Through this we want
to trigger the user to think about
interaction, by letting them interact
with hacked objects.
Why do you believe hacked objects
trigger discussion about interaction?
By giving people an experience that
differs from their expectation we hope
to offer an eye opener about interaction.
We want to show that interaction (in
most cases) is the result of a wellexecuted design process, and not
simply the accumulation of
coincidences. These uniquely designed
hacked objects are products that people
use in their daily lives. As visitors will
have certain expectations through their
prior experiences, the surprise effect
and eventually the experience of
interaction will be greater.
So if you are interested in society,
technology and design, both
exhibitions offer interesting projects
that you can actually experience
yourself. Mind the Step can be found
in the Klokgebouw and Please do
Touch is situated on the
Ketelhuisplein. Have fun!
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Presenting last year’s
future, this year, as next
year’s future.
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Bram Bervoets &
Tom Raijmakers

1

Witte Dame

Pay-Per-View
DAE Graduation Show
While you’re at the DDW, it might very well be possible
you’ll run into an exhibit for which you need to buy a
ticket. This is of course an insignificant fee for previewing
the chair for which you’ll need to pay big bucks before
you get to feel it caressing your bum. So apparently
designers don’t even need to sell products anymore to
make money. Hooray for us!

2

Designerman

3

Piet Hein Fake

Ketelhuisplein
Design for Policy

Designers are super heroes. Apparently. At least if you
look at the number of DDW activities that involve an
attempt to fix different world problems with the help of
our design superpowers.
Piet Hein Eek
New Designs

One of the biggest names in Eindhoven’s design community
is Piet Hein Eek. Besides for designers, his work is also a
huge inspiration for handy stay-at-home dads in their
midlife crisis. Instead of buying a Harley Davidson they
craft their own Piet Hein Fake out of reclaimed wood.
Well, reclaimed from the Gamma.

6
7
8

Ketelhuisplein

Please don’t design my food

Damn Food Waste Restaurant

Even a designer has to eat. For this reason restaurants pop-up
all around Eindhoven and the DDW cooks look just as arty
as designers. They put the same amount of creativity and
‘design’ in their food, creating biological mealsoups, ‘wallsweet’
pattiserie and meals from waste-food. After walking around
all day being flooded in design, there is a strong urge to devour
a normal meal, sitting on a chair you are allowed to sit on.

DIWHY?

Baltan Laboratories
Age of Wonderland DIY Workshops

As a designer I can’t help walking round the DDW thinking
‘I could have made this.’ And when looking at the price tags
quickly stating ‘I should have made this.’ But as anyone will
tell you; ‘yeah, but you didn’t’. Luckily the DIY community is
growing stronger and helping us act on our designer urges.
Klokgebouw

The old familiar shapeways

Shapeways

The 3D printing business is a fickle mistress as almost every
year it presents us with the most enticing possibilities and
promises on which it ultimately fails to deliver. Nonetheless,
if you have never visisted the DDW before, 3D printing is still
an interesting new field and Shapeways is a frontrunner in
exploring the commercial opportunities.

Stadhuis

Co-Designus Infantus

Design for Kids Dome

Co-design is again clearly present at the Dutch Design Week.
Everybody can join in and be designer for a day. Even kids
have their own special dome to think about some of their
favourite subjects, like sustainability and textile crafts.

“We are fun because we’re from …”

Schellensfabriek
IJsselproducten

If you are exhibiting at the DDW it is imperative that you are
proud of and therefore represent the exact obscure part of
our planet from which you hail. So if your design is not even
dutch or specifically more dutch because it’s from a region
with a quirky dialect make sure to label it correctly.
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STUDENT PROJECTS

For his MSc graduation project, Attalan explored
the possibilities of haptic interaction.
He did this through the creation of Haptic Beats,
a controller that allows you to shuffle through
your playlists using haptic feedback.

Haptic Beats
Thijs te Velde

Attalan
Mailvaganam

lay-out: Joch Jansz

I

met with Attalan at Blue Space on the
ground floor, main building. He looked
well but his voice was raspy, his beard
not quite neatly trimmed. New-job syndrome.
After the chit-chat, we sat down between the
press photos in the hall and began talking.
“I worked on Haptic Beats for a year, as my
masters graduate project”, he began
explaining. “Haptic Beats is not about the
product, it’s about the process. It’s an example
of how to apply haptic interaction to a
product environment, in my case music.”
Turns out that his findings are challenging
to apply. Only a couple of weeks after his
graduation, he presented his master’s project
at Alten, a design and engineering
consultancy, where he eventually got hired.
“There is no demand for this kind of
interaction, because people don’t dare to
experiment with it, yet.” He is hopeful,
though. “At Alten, we do work a lot on user
interaction. Right now it’s mostly touch
screens and apps that we try to perfect but
I see it being applied in more and more areas.
For example in Philips Health, which I’m
secretly not allowed to talk about...”

Attalan lives and breathes design. He loves
classic design, interaction design… almost
everything. His eyes began to shine when I asked
him to expand on this. “I like that people dare
to experiment more nowadays and how some
companies focus on designing for the possibilities
of the future. You also see a lot of awesome
concepts on the Dutch Design Week. Please do
take inspiration from that.” He sees the consumer
electronics industry on the right track but they
have to focus on interaction even more. The
game industry is the perfect model when it
comes to progressiveness.
He thinks it’s a pity when companies offer
products purely out of novelty: “Samsung
explaining their curved television by saying
your eyes are also curved is a pity. It’s not only
a different type of curve, you also have two eyes.
It doesn’t make sense. These novel features are
cool, but you should only add them when they
offer functionality”.

“Define a clear end and a clear
beginning,
the rest is intuition.”

When asked for some parting words, he said
the following.
“Just like some of you, I once found it hard to
tell artists and designers apart. Because I was
often working with my intuition and mostly
making things on the spot, I found myself
walking the path of the artist. It is best to
look at the present situation - what is
your vision, what do you look up to,
where do you want to be? - and use
that knowledge to focus your
intuition. So if you see something that
you think could be better, use your
intuition. Or if you feel strongly about
something, look for areas to apply that to.
Define a clear end and a clear beginning, the
rest is intuition.”
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STUDENT PROJECTS

For her MSc graduation project, Philémonne
co-founded the Discover Area in Abetifi, Ghana.
The goal of the Discover Area was to explore
alternative ways of teaching and learning, in a
co-design process based on the assets of the
local community.

The Discover
Area
Thijs te Velde

Philémonne
Jaasma

P

hilémonne defines the Discover Area
as “an open outdoor workshop space
where community members can
facilitate or participate in experiential
workshops based on local skills and
knowledge while making use of waste and
natural materials. The workshops amplify
the creativity, confidence and problemsolving skills of the participants and could
herewith enhance the community’s
resilience.”
During the co-design process with Ghanaian
carpenters, teachers, parents, professors and
craftsmen, Philémonne also discovered quite
some things herself. “As a designer, I was
raised by our ID faculty”, she began
explaining, “And through working in another
culture I realised that my approach to codesign, and the majority of literature around
it, is based on Western, individualistic values
that may not be present in a collectivistic
hierarchical culture such as that of Ghana.
This made my - otherwise quite refined - codesign approach suddenly completely
irrelevant.”

lay-out: Joch Jansz

Indeed, Philémonne’s first attempts to collaborate
did not work as she had expected. “I had to adapt
my approach to cultural values present in the
context I was working in. I used to believe that
open, horizontal relations are a precondition
for co-design but in Ghana the participants only
felt comfortable sharing their perspectives with
the vertical power structures intact. And who
am I to judge that? In practice this meant that I
had to make use of intermediaries, who are
informed stakeholders in a strategic order and
individually sensitised participants of co-design
sessions.”
And so, the Discover Area was born. Alongside
the main road next to the church, in a place
lovingly called “the shed”. A committee of
teachers, professors, craftsmen and parents was
in charge of organising workshop activities
based on exploring the potential of local
resources. The activities ranged from making
badges from calabash to sewing fashionable
bags from used water sachets. “It was great to
see that some workshops even found their way
into the school. One teacher started a project in
which his pupils built a car out of natural
materials.”
Unfortunately, the shed has recently been broken
down to make way for the construction of a mall,
initiated by the church minister. Some workshops
have taken place under the big tree next to the
church. “I don’t think workshops take place on
a weekly basis anymore, but that’s not the point”,
said Philémonne. “I hope that the workshops
enabled the children and students to experience
the potential of local resources and crafts and
became more confident of their own creativity
and ingenuity.”
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ARTICLE

Co-creation, hackathons and open innovation are all big
buzzwords in the design community. These trends are also
reflected through multiple different activities at this year’s
Dutch Design Week. But what is their actual value?

faux - creation
Bram Bervoets

I

n design, it goes without saying that
the involvement of users and other
stakeholders is crucial for a
successful project. Trends like cocreation and open innovation go
beyond general involvement and
include people from outside of the
design team as participants in the
design process. But while this
involvement of, well frankly, everybody
has been growing, there does not seem
to be a limit.
So far the DDW program has 65 events
that have been labeled ‘co-creation’.
But the actual purpose of many of these
events is not clear to me. Let’s take the
event Agri meets Design as an example.
At this event visitors can record their
ideas and designs for the farm of the
future on video. They are invited to
become part of the design process. But

lay-out: Rachel Rietdijk

“The DDW program has
65 events that have
been labeled
co-creation.”
how will a thousand random videos of
ideas on the farm of the future really
help this project?
Maybe the organizers’ reasoning is that
if they just ask tons of people, there will
at least be one brilliant idea. And they
will have gotten it for free! Well, not
counting the costs of the many hours
watching useless ideas and people that
just wanted to say “hi” to their mom...
Moreover, a design is so much more
than just an idea that you came up with
in a few minutes. A good design has a
brilliant idea, but also a vision, a
concept, a target group and a business.

Maybe these events are not a way to
get ideas, but a promotion of the
designer’s profession. If that’s the case,
I hope people will not leave the design
week with the feeling that everybody
who thinks of a nice idea is a designer.
Or maybe these events are just a
marketing stunt to attract people to
their event and create an experience
for the visitors. This might be a more
valid reason, but if all these ideas just
end up in the garbage, it also is a
deceitful use of the concept of cocreation.
Let’s make one thing clear, I do believe
that co-creation is potentially a very
powerful way of designing. The
exchange of ideas and the collaboration
are really helpful for designing. Not
everybody is a designer, but everybody
has their expertise for part of the

design process. But I do believe that
the designer should always be a dictator
in this process. Designers should lead
the participants because they have the
skills and knowledge to steer the
process towards a complete outcome.
But during this amazingly busy week,
I doubt the participants will get this
kind of attention.

“Not everybody is a designer,
but everybody has their
expertise.”

But the hackathons give me some hope
that the DDW will end with more than
just a pile of funny, but useless ideas.
Hackathons are events led by designers
where a very diverse group of people
collaborates intensively to go through
a whole design process in one or two

days. So, if a non-designer wants to
experience a real design process during
the DDW, a hackathon is the place to
be. And if you are a designer and you
want to give away your brilliant ideas
for a cheap price, hackathons might
also be the place for you.
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ARTICLE

HOW TO WIN YOUR OWN

dutch design award
Being a designer is all about claiming recognition and
outshining others, for the sake of bettering the world.
If you’d like to respect yourself as a designer and earn
other designers’ respect or envy, the best way to do
it is to win a Dutch Design Award. Luckily, this is an
extremely doable challenge!

Meis Suker

lay-out: Joch Jansz

D

uring the annual Dutch Design Week
a stage is reserved for the so called
‘very best of Dutch design’. What’s
the grand prize? A pat on the designer’s back
with a generous cheque and a porcelain cupshaped crown for the design itself. Would
you like to claim such recognition, but does
it seem impossible to ever deserve a spot
underneath such a desirable spotlight? Don’t
worry, as long as it has been done before; it
can be done again and this is how.
First of all, let us establish that design is not
a competition. The quality of design is
actually very subjective and in a lot of ways
a matter of sheer philosophy. See, design is
a world of trial and error. Every wrong turn
in design is actually a step in the right
direction. Nevertheless, the right direction
is simply an endless path to infinite
room for improvement. So how

do we keep ourselves motivated to keep
running up that one-sided hill?

“First of all, let us
establish that design is
not a competition.”
Just like any other profession, the profession
of creating and innovating needs some
motivating. It needs some recognition, some
tricks and treats to keep it fun. The purpose
of the Dutch Design Week and Awards is to
exhibit and highlight work that is considered
relevant to the world. In doing so we can all
motivate and celebrate how far designers
and their designs have brought us or will
bring us eventually. Then again, besides
motivating and celebrating all of this, even
more important is the fact that it is an
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annual medium for communicating the
state we are in to the rest of the world.
Indeed design is not a competition, but
thank the Dutch Design Awards for
turning it into one!
So now that we can morally accept
wanting to be titled ‘the best’ in something
that can hardly be divided into good and
bad, we can close the chapter with the
question ‘Why (would I want such an
award)?’ and turn the page to ‘How (do I
win such an award)?’.
You start off with paying a tiny registration
fee that can go without mentioning, but
to mention it anyways; it is €75 (excl. VAT).
Then it is good to know that the Dutch
Design Awards’ jury hands out multiple
prices for multiple categories. So if you
are after this kind of success, first make
sure you choose the award that is closest
to your field of interest and/or expertise.
In 2014 the international and apparently
independent jury members can bless the
very best designs within the categories;
Products, Communication, Habitat,
Fashion, Design Research and Service &
Systems. Then there’s one more category
that ensures truly anybody can win a
Dutch Design Award; even you. We’ll get
back to that one in a little bit, but first
we’re moving on with our award-winners
to-do-list.

lay-out: Joch Jansz

After you’ve paid your dues and chosen
what kind of design to use, all that is left
to do is impress the apparently
independent jury. The emphasis once
again on ‘apparently’, because it seems
like no matter how independent they may
be; since they can propose contestants
themselves they might be a teeny tiny bit
biased from the start. Nevertheless, the
committee consists of highly respected
experts who are all very much trusted by
everybody involved and this can not be

“Because even winners are lost
without a bit of luck to push them in
the right direction.”
without good reason. As long as your
design, within whichever category, is
wrapped with the intention to improve
the world and can not be traced back to
an already existing design with the same
intention; you’ll have the jury eating out
of your creative palms.
It’s kind of like a beauty pageant. During
the question round the beauties are
trained to vote in favour of world peace,
food for the hungry and money for the
needy. If you can find the design
equivalent of these clichés you’re at least
sure to get through to the next round.

Then there’s also a force to be reckoned with
concerning looks. Make sure you only use black
and white (with mainly white) in your design
or solely use primary colours. This will create
the illusion that you have amazing taste and are
a very modern human being. Both traits are
necessary to come across as a good and
respectable designer.
Besides all of this you should also make sure
you’ve got a handful of good karma up your
sleeve. Why? Well, because even winners are
lost without a bit of luck to push them in the
right direction. The right direction obviously
leading towards the Dutch Design Awards’
utopian stage.
Finally, remember the award that can literally
be won by anyone? It’s the Dutch Design Award
for Best Client. If you can’t think of anything
original to save the world from whatever dangers
are lingering right around every corner of the
world; just hire someone who can and make
sure you become the best client a client can be!
Basically, if you want to get that one special pat
on the back while holding the porcelain crown
in your hands… It’s time to start investing your
time and money into something worth caring
about. Especially by the independent Dutch
Design Award jury.
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CENTERFOLD COLLECTION: PREVIOUS DDW’S

photo: Wouter van der Wal & Senne Friederichs
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DIY (ADVERTORIAL)

D Y

Making something with Snoerboer parts is easy! All you need
is a simple design and a few simple ingredients in order for
the light bulbs, fittings and cords to stand out. We used
concrete as our material to show that you only need a few
simple ingredients to make your very own designer lamp. Just
add water and the lamp will shine. It’s easy as one-two-three.

Thijs te Velde

Snoerboer is a company started out of
necessity. Derk, Snoerboer’s founder,
could not find the cord he was looking
for so he started a company that offers
beautiful cords and other lighting
materials. On top of having the biggest
collection of covered wires in the
Benelux, they offer lamp sockets,
beautiful light bulbs and more.
The people from Snoerboer were kind
enough to send us some of these
beautiful parts to play with. When the
package from Rotterdam arrived, we
were thrilled to start creating.

lay-out: Joric Koghee & Stijn Stumpel, photos: Wouter van der Wal & Senne Friederichs

Before you start,
keep this in mind:
The instructions for putting the lamp,
fitting, plug and cords together can be
found on www.snoerboer.nl/instructies
and won’t be expanded on here. They
made some awesome videos that show
you how to do that!
The cement dust in the concrete can
be bad for the respiratory system, so
cover your mouth. You want to have a
pasty that’s very consistent in its
viscosity. Mixing concrete is hard work,
though!
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www.snoerboer.nl / www.snoerboer.com

shopping list:

fitting

cord

lightbulb

The Calex mini Edison E27 40W (also
available in an LED version!) was our
favourite because the carbon wire
glows beautifully. Snoerboer offers a
lot of other beautiful light bulbs that
you can find on www.snoerboer.nl.
Make sure your fitting matches the size

plug

of your light bulb. For this DIY we used
E27. Snoerboer’s cords are wonderful
(since it’s what their company is built
upon) so find one that matches your
taste. A porcelain fitting also adds a lot
of charater to your lamp. Also, make
sure to use a strain relief if you want
to make a ceiling lamp!

other things you’ll need:

concrete

cardboard

You can find concrete in most hardware
stores. Brace yourself, moving 20
kiogram of concrete isn’t easy!

screwdriver

water carton

An empty carton of Bar le Duc water
works best, as it already has a plastic
coating on the inside that prevents the
concrete from sticking to the mould.

lay-out: Joric Koghee & Stijn Stumpel, photos: Wouter van der Wal & Senne Friederichs

scissors

You’ll also need some cardboard strips
(25 cm x 6 cm). This will be used to keep
the fitting in place on the mould.

+/-2 nights

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Preparing the mould.

Picking the place for your fitting.

Pouring the concrete.

Choose your size and cut your carton
accordingly. Then pick the place where
you’d like the chord to stick out of the
body of the lamp. Use your scissors to
cut a small x-shaped hole there.

Cut a hole in the dead center of the
cardboard strips. These strips will
support your fitting and prevent it
from sinking into the concrete. Make
sure that the hole is a little less than
the size of the fitting for sturdiness.
Place the cardboard and the fitting on
top of the carton and pull the cord
through the hole.

Pour your concrete into the carton and
make sure it covers the bottom half of
the fitting. Shake the mould a little to
prevent air bubbles. Let it rest for about
two nights and then peel off the carton.
The coating inside of the Bar le Duc
carton will ensure that no concrete will
stick to the mould. Just carefully screw
in your lamp and your are done! Enjoy!
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VERSUS

Milan and Eindhoven: two important design
cities. Both are host to an enormous design
event, the Design Week. How both places grew
to be a center of design differs a lot though.
These differences are still visible today in the
ambience and approach of the two events.

vs

Emma van Zoelen

E

indhoven grew during the
age of industrialization.
Many companies were
established here, including the one
which greatly determined the
image of Eindhoven as a city:
Philips, back then just a light bulb
manufacturing company. As
Philips grew, the city grew to be a
center of innovation and
technology.
This background of technology is
showing up more and more in the
ambiance and aim of the Dutch
Design Week. While it started as a
quite traditional design event, it
now has themes like ‘Now future’
and ‘UP’, all referring to innovation.
Also, the amount of technological
design that is exhibited is
increasing with every year. One of
the big steps that has been taken
this year is the increased role of
the Technical University in the
event. Projects from students of
the university are now exhibited
at the Klokgebouw, the main venue

lay-out: Ismael Velo

and center of the Dutch Design
Week.
All this longing for future,
innovation and technology is
presented in an approach that can
be considered typically Dutch and
fits the history of engineering.
While design is often a business of

“An ambience of no nonsense
where everyone is welcome to
visit everything.”
knowing the right people and
prestige, the Dutch Design Week
has an ambience of no nonsense
where everyone is welcome to visit
everything. This is reflected in the
exhibited products as well; many
have to do with sustainability and
innovation. The aesthetics are
often clean and without
unnecessary decorations, which
completes the ambitious but downto-earth attitude the Dutch Design
Week breathes.

LOOK WHAT

WE FOUND
vs

Silk Leaf

M

ilan grew during the
Renaissance. In this
period it was ruled by
families who employed people like
Leonardo da Vinci, masters of art
and technology. It became a center
of luxury goods, culture and art.
Later on, Milan was ruled by
several different countries and all
these cultures contributed to the
diversification and growth of the
city’s economy and cultural value.
Nowadays Milan is the economic
capital of Italy.

“The products, especially at the
furniture fair, breathe a feel of
luxury and quality with rich
materials and more traditional
designs.”
Because of this, Milan is a very
logical place to hold the biggest
design fair in the world. It is an
event with prestige, which is
clearly visible in the ambiance.
The most important venues are
the furniture fair and the exclusive

exhibition at Superstudio Più,
which are crowded with people
dressed up in suits, talking with
their hands. As for the general
public, walking around makes you
feel like a stranger, a tourist, but
it definitely adds to the magic of
visiting one of the design capitals
of the world. The products,
especially at the furniture fair,
breathe a feel of luxury and
quality with rich materials and
more traditional designs.
The Milan Design Week
incorporates a great diversity of
venues and exhibitions though. If
you want a taste of the Italy of the
common people, the other areas
are worth visiting too. The Italian
people will always have a certain
air accompanying them, but the
small design initiatives and
projects in the narrow streets of
Milan nicely contrast the ambiance
of the big venues and also show
more innovative and technological
design here and there.

RCA graduate Julian Melchiorri
has developed a synthetic
biological leaf which absorbs
water and carbon dioxide and
turns it into oxygen. The leaves
consist of chloroplasts, extracted
from plant cells, suspended in a
matrix made out of silk protein.
This creates a photosynthetic
material. Since plants don’t grow
in zero gravity this could be the
solution to producing oxygen on
long distance space travels.

INTERNSHIP

Internships are a good way for students of Industrial Design to
gain some real-life experience. But sometimes, they are more
than that. Sometimes, like Wouter’s time at frog, internships can
be game changers…

Internship frog design

Thijs te Velde

The road to frog
Getting an internship is always a
challenge but the path Wouter took was
somewhat strange. “I went hitchhiking
to a design consultancy in Munich for
an uninvited interview. In that
interview, I was able to discuss my
motivation and portfolio but I wasn’t
selected. I received feedback however;
my storytelling and design execution
could improve. I reflected on the

lay-out: Wouter van der Wal

feedback and redesigned my whole
portfolio. After a few months of delay
I applied at frog design and
simultaneously participated in a
workshop of theirs. This was the perfect
combination to get to know each other.”
After a final interview he received the
confirmatory call that he was now
officially an intern at frog design.

Atmosphere at frog
“I absolutely loved the working
atmosphere. It all started with the frog
me; when you are “the new guy” you
have to give a presentation about you,
your hobbies, family, achievements
and bad or good habits. This way you
become a member of a great design
family. Besides that, you still have some
influences from the past. For example,
Hartmut Esslinger, the founder of frog,
started with the tradition of Coffeetime.
This is is a moment for all employees
to relax, discuss and have some
refreshments (bitterballen and
pancakes!). On Fridays there’s Special

Coffeetime, which starts at five because
there is often some alcohol involved
and productivity tends to drop after
that moment”, he told me, smiling. “On
a more serious note, there is also MoNo.
That is some sort of lunch meeting on
Mondays and its goal is to give a status
update of all the running projects,
pitches and global activities. “And that
moment is also perfect for other social
discussions - for example a What The
Frog (WTF) where societal relevant
issues get discussed.”

Not just coffee time
When asked if he did something besides
drinking coffee, Wouter told me “Haha,
yes of course! That is one of the most
amazing things: the efficiency of
everyone. That is of course partly
because everyone is so experienced
but also because of the company’s great
culture and the motivation everyone
has, this motivation also stimulates
everyone to make really awesome
stuff.”

The projects

Final verdict

Wouter started with a workshop, then
did some visual and interaction design
for a new mobile startup, did some
more of that for several other projects
and developed an app strategy... “but
my last project was the most interesting.
I went to Munich to work on a product
focused on the media experience in
houses.” Together with the senior
industrial designer, he determined the
scope and direction of the challenge.
“The senior designer developed the
actual product while I designed the
interaction and technology. I also
created two accompanying videos that
demonstrated the product in context.
The video and prototypes were then
shown to the client.”

Wouter was unsure what kind of
designer he was. “As a student of
Industrial Design at the TU/e we don’t
have a specific direction. Although the
title “Industrial Design” seems specific,
in reality it isn’t. At frog, I learned that
I have affinity with interaction design
and especially when I have to design
the interaction in conjunction with a
physical object. This insight gives me
a lot of confidence and a strong vision
for my future development.”

“There is often some
alcohol involved and
productivity tends to drop
after that moment.”

Some advice
“Storytelling is key to communicate all
your brilliant, great and miserable
ideas. It is good that Industrial Design
at the TU/e focuses on prototypes, but
your prototype by itself is not going to
sell. Always keep the whole story in
mind, this provides tailored context to
your users. And don’t think that just
your project needs a story; your
portfolio, assignment and resume can
benefit from this as well! And
everything is done in iterations,
embrace feedback from everyone.
When you are at version twenty-four,
you are getting close.”

For a pitch Wouter made two prototypes that
are communicating with each other through
xbees. Inside the remote there is an Arduino
Fio, Xbee, battery, tilt sensor, speaker and 9
LED’s. The base station contains: Arduino Fio,
Xbee, battery, Piezo sensor and an LED.
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Alexandra Bremers

I have always found it important to be morally responsible, and now
that I am a designer, this hasn’t changed. I study to become a maker of
products, believing that my product will be the change that the world
needs. It is my idealistic dream and duty to leave the world a little bit
better than I found it. And I think one way of accomplishing this is
through improvement of the products that surround us. Or at least,
that’s the illusion I’m in.
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I

don’t think it’s true that products
always make life better. You can
just look at the current
environmental issues to take an
example. We have lots of products that
take up valuable resources and
sometimes it looks as if we are
drowning in stuff. But still, new
products are being designed and find
their way onto the market. Some of
them are purposeful, but a big part of
them ends up as, what I think, a
temporary solution on our quest to
happiness.
Why is it that people want new stuff?
We believe that we become happier
people if we get something new, but in
how many cases does a product actually
lead to an improved quality of life? And
in how many cases are we just like a
mule chasing a carrot on a fishing rod?
What I worry about even more: am I,
as a product designer, not worsening
the level of dissatisfaction that people
have with their lives, and thereby
decreasing their overall happiness?
Am I not just distracting them from
finding a real source of happiness?
On the other hand, I love to see how
certain human inventions have also
changed our lives in a positive way.
Thanks to medical appliances our
lifespan has become enormously long,
and we are able to avoid a lot of
hardship. In many ways, our lives have

become a lot more comfortable.
Products are surrounding us and you
could even say that they play pretty
important roles in our everyday lives.
It would be hard to imagine a world
without anything human-made.
Even broader, we could say that the
need for novel products is a natural
human trait. According to the

“In how many cases are we just
like a mule chasing a carrot on
a fishing rod?”
evolutionary principle of the survival
of the fittest, the species that adapts
best to environmental factors will
survive. Continuous improvement is
therefore important. Human beings
have a history of making tools. If we
see it this way, it would be completely
logical and desirable to have things
such as product innovations as it is
profitable for the sake of humanity. I
would wish that every new product
would help us in this way, but sadly I
think the truth is that a lot of products
end up serving no purpose other than
being new. It is the novelty of it that
makes us want to buy it.
The meaning behind a lot of things in
our life is to come closer to a state of
happiness. I am not questioning the

illustration: Joric Koghee, lay-out: Renee Noortman & Rachel Rietdijk

“The quest for happiness is not
intrinsic anymore, it becomes an
endless chase for new products.”

importance of happiness as I believe it
is one of the most important things in
life and I think not many people would
disagree. In our culture it might already
have become a broadly accepted
common goal to strive for happiness.
And common wishes this big can be
easily anticipated on.
If I look around me, I see so many
advertisements that are built upon a
claim to leave you a happier person
than before. Basically the message is:
“If you buy this or that, you’ll reach
happiness”. But after the temporary
high wears off there is again the feeling
of emptiness. A gap is created that
needs to be filled in order to reach
happiness again (but for real, this time).
The craving for a new product is born.

And here is the point where I begin to
question product design ethics.
Because yes, it is true that our new,
nice, cool product creates happiness in
people, namely the temporary high I
just talked about. But at the same time
what happens is that happiness
becomes conditional. People become
dependent on products in order to feel
happy, and feel that there is something
missing. The quest for happiness is not
intrinsic anymore, it becomes an
endless chase for new products and
new stuff.
But even if we would consider this need
for novel products itself as insatiable
and a source of unhappiness, a product
designer that comes up with something

to fulfill this craving is, even when it’s
just temporary, contributing to the
happiness of the user. It is noble to
strive for a perfect world where we
would know no pain or discomfort and
where everybody is permanently
happy. But the question is whether that
is realistic and desirable and if we
should really want to take away this
need for novelty.
So shouldn’t I, being the designer, just
be content with the fact that I can make
people happy by temporarily satisfying
their needs, even though the discomfort
underneath will continue to exist? And
isn’t it plain unrealistic to be completely
morally right?
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Not now,
Society imposed on me to ponder and wonder about when I’m in my fifties
Society shows me the beauty of change and all its possibilities
Move forward; don’t look back and standing still is as slow death
Move, just move as I will be ran over by them who are blemished by eagerness

Society promises me life will be lovely when I’m in my fifties
Society prepares me slowly, conceptually so that it lures me into slavery
A mind so beautifully controlled as if it is my own, as an addict in need for more
A mind so beautifully controlled, acceptance becomes the norm

Society pushes me into a spiral of thoughts to disorient me from my twenties
Society frightens me with heartless, soulless, alive tech-y thingies
Distracting me from the hunt to feed my true needs
Distracting me from planting my seeds to become the best version of me

Society and I may someday agree on the entity of things
Come to a common ground of what is, what was and what might be
Society and I must agree upon the truth that this is now
Surrender to the belief that the future is not yet alive

Banaz Palani

lay-out: Joch Jansz & Hannah Keulen

Future
I am stuck in a dream about what life will entail when I’m in my fifties
Can I ever be prepared for what our endeavors will reveal
To move forward now is to let go of the warm embrace of familiarity
To move toward a distant future, a safe haven compared to the uncertainty of present day

I’d like to think my life will astonish me when I’m in my fifties
Each step along the way superseding the corporeal
A mind so eagerly set free to an abundance of connections
A mind so eagerly set free it starts to wander

I want to live in the now so I don’t have to be anxious about my twenties
Thinking about a future in which I may not play a part
This distraction helps me built towards a new tomorrow
This distraction keeps me grounded in the recognizable today

Tom Raijmakers
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The Dutch Design Week is here! Which is great as it’s an inspiring week and a
chance for designers to show their work. However, there is a recurring
component I can not stand. How could someone in their right mind design a
rocking chair and then ask you NOT to sit on it?

Tom Raijmakers

T

he “do not touch” signs come
early and often at the Dutch
Design Week. And as a designer
of objects for everyday use, the
operative word being use, it strikes me
as odd you won’t let anybody actually
use your products. Do you fear your
product is so poorly put together it will
break at first contact or do you just not
trust the average visitor and their
uncivilized hands?

lay-out: Tijs Duel

LOOK WHAT
In my humble opinion it’s a combination
of both, and probably some other
insecurities brought on by a suburban
youth and caring parents. While the
average visitor of such an exhibition
might in fact be untrustworthy with
your precious creation, it is still your
job to create something that can
eventually be used and therefore be
broken. Because, lets face it, almost
everything can and will be broken. This
might just be the plight of the product
designer.

WE FOUND
All work and go play...

“insecurities brought on by a
suburban youth and caring parents.”
I more so bear a grudge towards the
former stated reason. I think there
should be no debate about whoever’s
fault it is when a products breaks down
that should not be holding up in the
first place. Whenever gravity, or other
laws of nature for that matter, can
decimate the work you have done...
you might not have done it properly in
the first place.
And yes, there are delicate materials,
objects which should not be touched
or even shoes which are only meant to
be worn whilst sitting down. The latter
of which should still be explained to
me sometime. But in the end I hope the
majority of society actually gets to use
all these freshly designed beauties, for
better or for worse.

At communication agency Helder
Groen they have imlemented an
innovative way to adhere to a
healthy work schedule. Everyday
at six o’clock sharp all the desk
disappear. Into the ceiling that is.
It helps people start to enjoy their
evening or weekend and even
creates empty space in the office
which is regularly used for yoga
lessons, network events and even
parties.
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“The Dutch Designer”
By Johannes Vermeer, 1696

About the cover
As you’ve probaby noticed the Dutch
Design Week logo is the iconic Dutch tulip.
A major reason why this symbol came to
represent dutch culture, was a
phenomenon known as “Tulip Mania“. In
the 17th century in Holland an economic
bubble grew, and burst around what is
known as the “Viceroy tulip”. One could
buy one of these very rare and decorative

tulips for a price that would get you a
reasonably sized house. When the DDW
kicks off in Eindhoven, it causes a whole
new kind of mania. People running around
all over the city, paying too much money
for the next highly decorative, overpriced
ornament. In this issue we decided not to
completely fall for tulip mania. This is what
the tulip represents to us.

